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With ICY Campsite Management it is possible to remotely set and read the electric 
hook-up points on your campsite.  

At a low investment you get a grip on the power consumption and power usage of 
your guests.

Assign Amperage limits wirelessly

Limit high consumption

Readout of electricity consumption

No adjustments to the infrastructure

Control, convenience
and increased revenue

ICY4850CM Campère Module                   
This module is MID certified and can be built into the control cabinet. The device is 

placed after the circuit breaker and can be mounted on a DIN rail. Campère Modules 

are equipped with a display that alternately shows the current consumption and the 

meter reading.

We can supply completely new cabinets in which these modules are pre-assembled, 

but they can also be connected separately in your existing control cabinets.

If you opt for Campère Modules, you will need a controller to control this (device 

on the left). The ICY4940CC is suitable for controlling a maximum of 4 modules, 

the ICY4941CC a maximum of 8 modules and the ICY4942CC a maximum of 15 

modules.

We offer a choice of three different Campère appliances. All three have the same 

functions and contain everything you need to wirelessly connect your guest’s 

hook-up point with ICY Campsite Management. In addition, all three devices are 

equipped with a kWh meter and Ampere limiter.

ICY4518WS Campère Wall Socket                     
This surface-mounted socket replaces the existing CEE socket.

ICY4518CP Campère Plug               
This plug can be placed in any existing CEE socket. The plug is then secured in the socket, 

so that it cannot be removed by your guest.



ICY Campsite Management can be 

linked to your reservation system. 

All frequently used functions are 

then available in your reservation 

system.

So you don’t have to work in 

multiple screens.

Easy power management from your pcEasy power management from your pc

Get more out of existing infrastructure
Because ICY Campsite Management continuously 

monitors how much Ampere is available at your campsite, 

you always know how much electricity you can still sell.

Were you only able to offer 6A per pitch in the past? Now 

you can, for example, give 2 places 4A and another 10A, 

depending on the need at that moment, through smart 

distribution.

Fair fee based on consumption
Give your guests different power options to choose from: 

e.g.  6A, 12A of 16A.

Based on the option they choose you can set the hook-up 

point at their pitch to that Amperage. 

Should the guest use more amperage than what they’ve 

paid for, the system will turn off the power at their pitch 

shortly as a warning. 

No more network overload
Because the system continuously lets you know how much 

power can be sold, overload of the electricity network is 

prevented. 

Readout of electricity usage per pitch 
This option makes it possible to charge actual 

electricity consumption per guest. This readout 

can be linked to your booking or administration 

software. 

This is suitable for both short stay and long stay. 

Prevent misuse of hook-up points
To prevent unfair use of power you can switch 

off the power of hook-up points when you know 

those pitches are not in use. By connecting to your 

booking software, this can be done automatically.

Including use of the app
ICY Campsite Management comes with a handy 

app with which you can quickly set up and read out 

devices.

Campsite Management can be extended 

modularly with frost protection of the sanitary 

building, automatic draining of water pipes, etc. 

Visit www.icy.nl for more information.
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